
Smilers Catalogue News - Q3 2007  
 Christmas Smilers - follow-up  

Further to the announcement of Royal Mail's Christmas Smilers plans, we have, on 
reflection, noted that it is planned to issue the 78p denomination in sheets of 10 not 
20, presumably to deflect any criticism from the public or the philatelic press. This in 
itself is a first for Royal Mail who are to be applauded for considering their customers 
and size of market  We also understand that offering half sheets of 10 stamps may 
become a regular  option for future Smilers as Royal Mail introduce new technology 
that permits multiple images per sheet. 

We further understand from sources inside Royal Mail that, as an alternative to your 
sheet of 10 x 78p stamps with labels featuring Fido the dog in a rather fetching 
Father Christmas outfit, if you were to order two sheets of 10 instead of one and ask 
very nicely you may receive one perforated sheet of 20 -  effectively two x 10 half 
sheets! (21/09) 

 

 STAMPEX Smilers sheets  

Further to the news snippet from 15th August, we can confirm that there are two 
Royal Mail STAMPEX sheets not one as previously reported. Both the Red White and 
Blue (Union Flag) and Flying High (Hello) sheets are available in the STAMPEX 
format - one label with the STAMPEX logo the remainder containing a personalised 
photo taken at the show booth with an additional show logo printed in top right panel. 
Unlike previous years the show identifier (Autumn 2007) is included with the show 
logo in the to right panel. The Royal Mail re-order code has been omitted from all 
sheets issued on day 1 of the show (c. 50) and this may be corrected during 
subsequent show days when the significance of this is realised by Royal Mail. (20/09) 

 



 Dr. Who (3rd Series) and Torchwood Business Customised 
Sheets   

The Stamp Centre will be issuing two new Business Customised Stamp sheets "within 
the next 4-6 weeks". The first sheet is entitled The Doctor and Martha and features 
characters from the 3rd Dr. Who series. The second features Captain Jack in the Dr. 
Who spin off  Torchwood. Both sheets feature great graphics and will no doubt be 
accompanied by themed covers from The Stamp Centre. Remember you saw them 
here first! (17/09)  

          

 Four (or is it five?) Christmas Customised Smilers Sheets 
from Royal Mail this year!  

Last month, when details of the Generic Customised Sheet were released by Royal 
Mail, we predicted that we would see three different customised smilers sheets 
this year.  With the issue of Royal Mail's Preview (Issue 173) we can now confirm 
that four not three (and maybe up to five - ?*#!) customised smilers sheets will 
be issued! 

      

Royal Mail have confirmed that there will be three new customised Smilers sheets 
featuring each of the three values incorporated in the generic Smilers sheet 
version, 2nd 1st and 78p. In addition they have surprised everyone by 



announcing that last years Santa/Snowman smilers sheet will again be available 
this year "....back by popular demand".  See page illustration from Preview. 

The illustration features both 2nd and 1st class stamps from 2006 although last 
year the sheets were only available as single value sheets i.e. 20 x 2nd class or 
20 x 1st class. Therefore we suspect that despite the publicity illustration we will 
see an additional two sheets making a total of five this year.  

Things to look out for.  

 Five sheets or Four?  
 Will the re-issued 2006 sheets be re-titled Christmas 2007 or will they still 

be Christmas 2006?   
 Will the (c) symbol be followed by Royal Mail Group plc 2006 or Royal Mail 

Group Ltd. 2007?  

 

Royal Mail will be smiling this Christmas .... all the way to the bank!  

Finally, I couldn't help but smile when I saw the title of the article in this month's 
Preview "put a smile on their faces".  I will leave you to judge whether they mean 
us - Smilers collectors - or Royal Mail's bean counters! (09/09) 

 Three new Business Customised Sheets announced by 
Buckingham Covers  

Buckingham Covers have announced the issue of three new Smilers Sheets, which 
will appear over the next few months two of which feature Cunard Ocean Liners. The 
first is due out in September and celebrates the 40th anniversary of the launch of the 
QE2 Cunard ocean liner. The second Cunard sheet  celebrates the maiden voyages of 
Cunard’s new flag ship, the RMS Queen Victoria which is scheduled to appear in 
December 2007. 

Finally, and on a similar theme to the business customised sheet already announced 
by AG Bradbury  a new Business Customised Smilers sheet is planned to mark the 
arrival at 7pm of the last international Eurostar train into London Waterloo on 13th 
November 2007 and thereafter the commencement of the new service between St. 



Pancreas and Paris. The sheet design features an image of the City of London skyline 
at dusk. (07/09) 

 High Speed 1 and Uniforms of the British Army Smilers Sheets  

AG Bradbury has unveiled details of yet another Business Customised Smilers sheet 
this month, their third in as many weeks, scheduled for release during November 
2007. It commemorates the opening of the High Speed 1 line between London and 
Paris on 14th November 2007.  

Additionally, The Westminster Collection have issued details of their latest Business 
Customised Sheet, Uniforms of the British Army, released (we think) to coincide 
with the issue of Royal Mail's Army Uniform set during the week of Stampex.  

It's certainly been a busy month so far! See New Issues section for further details. 
(29/08) 

 New "Gandhi" Smilers sheet available from Rushstamps  

An edge-to-edge, overprinted "Love" Smilers sheet featuring more banned Royal Mail 
stamps on labels set against a backdrop of what looks like the Golden Temple is the 
latest offering from Rushstamps. Issued to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of 
Independence of India. See New Issues (21/08) 

 Two new Business Customised Sheets from AG Bradbury  

AG Bradbury have continued their support for the Business Customised Smilers scene 
with two new Business Customised Sheets. The first of these celebrating British 
Working Horses is due out in September. The second, with scenes from The Great 
War features 10 x 1st Poppy commemorative stamps is scheduled for release in 
November. Both are from limited printings of 1000 each. Further details and images 
available from our New Issues section. (21/08) 

 Phil Stamp Cartoonist J. Edward Oliver memorial covers  

To commemorate the passing of world famous underpaid cartoonist J. Edward Oliver, 
creator of the Phil Stamp range of Col. Hector first day covers, Phil Stamps have 
released two Customised Smilers covers featuring a single stamp and + customised 
label with special handstamp . The stamps are not available in sheet format and the 
covers are from a limited range of c. 50 each. 

         

In addition to the above delightful pair of covers, issued in honour a true talent, Phil 
Stamps still have available in limited quantities the range of Col Hector generic 
smilers first day covers which represent some of the best in British First day covers 
featuring smilers stamps in our opinion. (20/08) 



 

 Smilers Errors Sheets  

Last month we promised you an update on our review of the sales of Smilers Error 
sheets.  

Included in this list are: 

 Occasions - Multiple Choice in Green   
 ITV - Cartor printing  
 Glorious England - Isle of White   
 Wembley Stadium - Emile   

Based on sales observed at on-line auctions and known sheets in private collections 
we believe the following figures to be accurate. 

Occasions - Multiple Choice in Green 

 

Four exist, believed to come from a large printers trial sheet of four which found their 
way to post offices in Hertfordshire area.  

ITV - Cartor printing (various) 

  

 



c. 15-20 are thought to exist, some of these are reported to be in dealers stocks but 
we do not know which ones so don't ask! All sheets should have been returned to 
Royal Mail so we are not sure how many actually are out there. One sheet sold 
recently from a reputable dealer for £1200 and we understand from reports received 
that one was also sold privately for £1500 earlier this year. 

Glorious England - Isle of White  

        

Our estimate is that there could be up to 100 error sheets in circulation making this 
the easiest of the four to track down. The error was announced in the national press 
prior to issue so many more people were aware of this sheet than perhaps any of the 
rest. To date 63 sheets have been sold via on-line auction for prices ranging between 
£370 and £750. The market price seems to have stabilized at around the £500 mark. 
From reports we have received these sheets were sold by Post Offices who were 
unaware of the withdrawal, however we view some of these  stories with caution. The 
best one we heard was: "My Mum bought one on a trip back from Cornwell but I can't 
remember the name of the Post Office where she bought it! Cracking stuff! 

Wembley Stadium - Emile 

            

Another well publicized error sheet that appears to have found its way on to the 
philatelic market due to an alleged oversight by Royal Mail. The "rumours" we have 
heard are that Royal Mail spotted the error in good time and duly sent out recall 
notices to all its outlets except one. For some inexplicable reason they appear to have 
over-looked the New York bureau who went ahead and issued them to their standing-
order clients in North America.  One enterprising individual, based in New York, 
seems to have cornered the market with c. 30-40 sheets.  Our sources suggest that 
between 50-100 sheets may have been sold to regular clients prior to the remaining 
sheets being recovered by Royal Mail. To date we are aware of c. 25 sheets sold 
through on-line auctions or privately with prices ranging from £370 to £750. Average 
price again seems to be c. £500. (18/08) 



 STAMPEX - Autumn  2007  

Details have been released of a new PTS STAMPEX Smilers sheet, due to be released 
on the 19th September to coincide with the Autumn STAMPEX event, to be held at 
the Business Design Centre, Islington,  from 19th to the 22nd September 2007.  
Royal Mail have also announced that the instant Smilers booth will again be present 
throughout the event where visitors may purchase a customised smilers sheets 
featuring the STAMPEX logo on one label and in the margin. These sheets are 
relatively scarce compared to the normal customised sheets and,  no doubt, will again 
prove popular with collectors (17/08).   

 Christmas 2007, The Last Post and Glorious Scotland Smilers 
sheets  

We have updated our New Issues (Generic Sheets) listing with images of the 
remaining planned Smilers sheets for 2007. The Christmas 2007 sheet is a surprise in 
that for the first time it contains three different value stamps in one sheet. With three 
different values, 4 x 2nd, 4 x 1st and 4 x 78p (ouch!), presumably we can expect 
three different single value customised smilers sheets if the practice of previous years 
is anything to go by (double ouch!). (15/08)   

 Four new "Railway" business customised Smilers from Benham 
- Confirmed!  

Benham have released four new self-adhesive business customised smilers sheets 
(6th August 2007) featuring 10 x Union Flag stamps + labels commemorating the 
60th Anniversary of the passing of the Transport Act on the 6th August 1947, 
effectively nationalising the four private railway companies of Great Britain - LMS, 
LNER, GWR and SR. See Business Customised sheets for images. Although thought to 
be in plentiful supply (947 of each were printed, of which 500 have been used for 
covers) we have received reports that these may be difficult to track down. A set of 
four sheets recently sold on eBay for £300.   

In addition to the four new smilers sheets, Benham have announced a new Railway 
Covers Collection comprising 40 covers each featuring a Union Flag stamp and label, 
which will be issued to subscribers at the rate of three covers per month, priced 
£5.95 per cover.  (15/08)  

 Royal Mail to change its sheet imprint identifier   

Update: Whilst the Glorious Scotland (30 Nov) Smilers sheet may well bear a 
"Royal Mail Group Ltd" imprint, thought to be the first use of the proposed imprint, 
one keen-eyed reader has pointed out that in fact the event has already happened!  
The Harry Potter sheets, both generic and customised, bear the new imprint. As this 
was a recent addition to the programme it is thought that the change of name, which 
was officially registered in March 2007, was accommodated in the artwork. Keep a 
look-out for re-prints of the longer term personalised sheets from now on and please 
let us know if you find them first!(02/08)  

 Autumn Stampex - Instant Smilers Booth  

Royal Mail will again be hosting an Instant Smilers booth at Autumn Stampex (19-22 
Sept) with a single customised Red, White and Blue (Union Flag) sheet. We 
understand that it will again sport the STAMPEX logo on one label and in the margin. 
(29/07)   



 2008 Royal Mail Smilers programme takes shape  

Early details are emerging of five new Smiler Sheets planned by Royal Mail for 2008, 
with the possibility of a sixth sheet for what is being described as the "Beijing Expo". 
(29/07).  

 Glorious Northern Ireland (11 March)  
 Centenary of first powered flight in UK (17 July)  
 Glorious UK (29 Sept)   
 Christmas (4 Nov)  
 We will Remember Them (06 Nov)  

 Machin Smilers Sheet   

As previously reported here, and in the philatelic press, the stamps incorporated 
within the Machin Smiler sheet differ in a number of significant ways to those 
released in the min-sheet. The colour of the stamp is different. They are printed in 
Litho rather than Gravure The stamps are not embossed Additionally, the issued 
stamps also differ notably in size from the pre-release publicity image as used in the 
catalogue - the issued stamps are squarer than the pre-release publicity image which 
is rather broader than it is deep. (22/07) 

     

Pre-release image/Smilers Sheet/Mini Sheet 

 A second Battle of Britain Memorial Flight Smilers sheet  

The Westminster Collection have made available a delightful new business customised 
Smilers sheet, celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain, albeit in 
limited quantities. The sheet was produced primarily to service a collection of coin 
and commemorative covers. It is understood that due to continued interest expressed 
by smilers sheet collectors they decided to make  available c. 40 sheets which we 
understand quickly sold out. 

The fact that this sheet was only available in limited quantities is sure to generate 
keen interest from collectors. The sheet bears more than a passing resemblance to a 
similar sheet issued by Bletchley Park Post Office (Smilers Cat ref: BC-106) in 
association with AG Bradbury (BFDC) and the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight 
(BBMF).  According to our sources, the Westminster sheet was not produced with the 
knowledge of the BBMF but under license from the MOD who own the crown copyright 
to all military emblems. The copyright fee will not accrue for the benefit of the BBMF 
but HM treasury. Bletchley Park on the other hand, plan a sizeable donation from the 
proceeds of the sale of their sheet to the BBMF. (29/07). 

 

 



 Harry Potter Customised Sheet Update  

Now that the Potter sheets have been issued and we have been able to get our hands 
on a pair of Generic and Customised sheets we can confirm, as reported earlier, that 
the sheets differ in the layout of the copyright information in the lower right hand 
corner of the sheet. Apart from the omission of the text relating to how one reveals 
the spells the spider has been moved to the right to fill the gap vacated by the text. 
(22/07)  

   

Generic Sheet vs. Customised Sheet 

  Centenary of Scouting   

AG Bradbury (BFDC) have announced a new Business Customised Smiler sheet, the 
10th in the History of Britain series, to be released later this year, which celebrates 
the 100th anniversary of the Scouting movement. The sheet has been produced in 
co-operation with the Scout Association and a proportion of the retail price will be 
donated to the Scooting Association,  see Business Customised Sheets.  (18/07) 

 New Cricketing Themed sheets from Bletchley Park Post Office  

Bletchley park have released two new cricketing-themed customised smilers sheets to 
coincide with a summer of test cricket. Further details available at their web site - see 
New Issues (July). Additionally, a set of five delightful commemorative smilers-covers 
are to be released over the summer which feature the stamps and labels from these 
new smilers sheets.  (18/07) 

 Harry Potter Customised Sheet  

Although not apparent from the publicity information released to date, we have had it 
confirmed by our contacts at Royal Mail that the Harry Potter customised sheet will 
differ from that of the generic sheet in that the copyright information in the lower 
right-hand corner of the sheet will be different from that printed on the generic 
sheet. (18/07) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 There's lovely! Royal Mail Smilers® publicity pamphlet available 
in Welsh language!  

Further to our update last month (June 2007) regarding the appearance of an 
updated Royal Mail Smilers publicity pamphlet (Ref: RMJ101DL), issued to coincide 
with the Harry Potter Smilers issue, we can now report that it has also been published 
in the Welsh language and available from Welsh Post Offices. (10/07) 

      


